Chapter 22 appendix
The Chi-Square Test for Two-Way Tables
Are hair color and eye color related to each other? We cannot perform a linear regression
or look at correlation for these two categorical variables, as was discussed in Chapters 3
and 4. The chi-square test for two-way tables looks for an association between two categorical variables (but does not give a “direction,” as there may be no logical ordering to
the categories). It is used in two settings:
1. Independent samples from two or more populations, where one categorical
variable is measured (a test of homogeneity among the different populations)
2. A single sample, where two categorical variables are measured (a test of
independence)
The settings and conclusions are different, but the mechanics are the same. We compare
the observed counts to those expected if there is no relationship (i.e., statistical indepen1 Obs 2 Exp 2 2
dence of the variables/populations). The chi-square statistic, x2 5 a
,
Exp

is the same as the statistic used in the goodness-of-fit test. If the value of the statistic is
“large,” we have statistical evidence of an association between the two variables.
Note 1: Most of the software packages (except Excel and TI calculators) want the data
for the two-way table entered in the following format:

Note 2: Data given in your text may already include the marginal totals and grand
total. If you are entering data for these tables, do not enter those totals or use them in
calculations!

Excel

1.
2. If needed, compute the marginal totals by using the =sum( command and
specifying the appropriate range of cells. Compute the expected counts as
(row total 3 column total)/table total) and place them into another two-way
table in the spreadsheet.
3. Click in an empty cell in the spreadsheet.
4. Formulas ➔ More functions ➔ Statistical ➔ CHISQ.TEST
5. Specify the range of cells for both the observed and expected counts. Make sure
you do not include any marginal totals with the observed counts!
For a video that shows how to use Excel and the formulas with an example, see Excel
Video Technology Manual: Chi-Square Two-Way Test.
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1. Enter the data as shown in Note 1 of the introductory section.
2. Analyze ➔ Fit Y by X
3. Select and enter the two categorical variables as the response variable and
factor variables, and the counts as weights. Even if there is a clear explanatory/
response relationship in the data, which variable takes on which role here is
really unimportant. The variable you specify as the “response” will become the
column variable in the two-way table that is displayed.
4. OK
For a video that shows how to use JMP with an example, see the JMP Video Technology
Manual: Chi-Square Two-Way Test.
Minitab can work with either raw data (separate columns of categorical variables) or a
data table entered as shown here.
Minitab

1. Enter the data as shown above (or use raw data in the worksheet).
2. Stat ➔ Tables ➔ Cross-Tabulation and Chi-square
3. Use the drop-down to select “Raw data” or “Summarized data in a two-way
table.”
4. Highlight and Select the columns containing the counts into the “Columns
containing the table” box. Highlight and Select the column containing the row
labels into the “Rows” label box.
5. Click Chi-Square. Click to check the box labeled Chi-square test. Check other
boxes to display other statistics (such as expected counts and contributions to the
chi-square statistic) as desired. Click OK to return to the main dialog.
6. OK
For more information and an example, see the Minitab Video Technology Manual:
Chi-Square Two-Way Test.
1. Enter the data as shown in Note 1 of the introductory section. (SPSS really
wants individual case data, but that is impractical, as all data you will encounter
in this text are summarized into a two-way table for you.)
2. Data ➔ Weight Cases. Select Weight cases by the count variable, then click
OK.
3. Analyze ➔ Descriptive Statistics ➔ Crosstabs
4. Select one of the categorical variables to be the row variable and the other
categorical variable to be the columns.
5. Click Statistics. Check the box for Chi-square, then click Continue.
6. If you want SPSS to display the expected counts, click Cells, and check the box
for them. Click Continue.
7. OK
For more information and an example, see the SPSS Video Technology Manual:
Chi-Square Two-Way Test. The example with summarized data starts approximately
3:10 into the video (the preceding portion deals with raw data).
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1. Enter the data as shown in Note 1 of the introductory section (or open a supplied
data file).
2.
3. Select one categorical variable for rows, a second categorical variable to be the
column variable, and a third variable consisting of the observed counts.
4. Calculate
For more information and an example, see the CrunchIt! Help Video, Chi-Square TwoWay Test.
for the Matrix Edit Menu. Select a matrix (usually [A]) in
1. Press 2nd x-1
which to enter the observed counts.
2.
TI-83/-84
3. Press STAT
for the Tests menu, then select option C:x2-Test. If needed,
press to change the matrix names for the observed and expected counts. Press
ENTER to Calculate. The calculator will return the expected counts in the specified matrix for examination after the test has been performed.
For more information, and an example, see the TI Video Technology Manual:
Chi-Square Two-Way Test.
1. With raw data, use the table function to create a table
> twoway.name <- Table (datasetname)
where “name” is a name you give the table.
Alternatively, with summarized data (entered as shown in Note 1 of the introductory section), use the command
> twoway.name <- xtabs (Count ~ rowvar + colvar)
where those are the variables to be treated as rows (or columns) of the output
matrix).
2. In either case, to perform the test, and see the results and expected counts, use
the following commands:
> results <- chisq.test(twoway.name)
> results

Gives the test results

> results$exp

Gives the expected values

For more information, and an example, see the R video Technology Manual:
Chi-Square Two-Way Test.
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